Live on stage – Mino’s visual performance stands out as one of the very few trance artists
to feauture live drumming. His live repertoire features the most popular tracks from his
albums “Fly”, “Metallic Universe” and most recent releases. With his unique electronic
drums set-up and a laptop Mino deliver a full on twisted symphony of rhythms, deep
pulsating bass lines and hypnotic effects that keeps the dance floor jumping till the
end.
Reference material: “Fly” album CD available on Transonic Records Cat: TRANS02CD
“Metallic Universe” double album CD available on Transonic Records Cat: TRANS01CD
“2000 Compatible” Live Video available on www.transonic.dk/music.html

Mino has played drums for over 20 years. In 1985 he moved from Israel to Denmark to
establish his music career playing drums and freelancing in different projects from acid
jazz with his band “Pass The Butter” where he toured with Fred Wesley (James brown’s
trombonist), to established trance names such as Astral Projection, Elysium, Orion (Jean
Borelli), and DJ Sangeet.
Over the last couple of years Mino has worked very hard both in the studio and on the
stage with his energetic live show at international trance events. This work has made
him a highly acclaimed artist among his loyal fans and the international press.
It is fair to say that his background as a very talented drummer has shown its effect in
his present success as a recording artist and as a live artist making his unique live show,
a welcome break from the traditional trance appearances.
The past year Mino has worked intensively creating nine new deep and pulsating tracks
with very strong percussive patterns and atmospheric sounds and plans to continue to
explore the electronic music universe and keep searching for new sides in his constant
growing multi talent.
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